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THE total radiant energy emitted by spontaneous transitionsl is independent, to the harmonic oscil-
lator approximation, of the initially excited vibrational 
level(s) for a fixed total energy input. The preceding 
statement may be verified readily by the following 
considera tions. 
Let Xn(t) denote the number of vibrationally excited 
emitters in the nth quantum state at time t. Let n* 
denote the vibrational quantum number of the energy 
level which is excited initially. Then 
where we use the relation An,n-l=nAl,o between the 
Einstein coefficients for spontaneous emission, which is 
applicable to the harmonic oscillator approximation. 
It is apparent from Eq. (1) that xn*=N exp( - Al.On*t) 
if xn*(O) =N. Similarly, 
dXn*_l/dt= [n*N exp( - Al,On*t) - (n*-l)xn *-I]A1,r 
or 
Xn*_l(t) =n*N exp[ - Al.O(n*-1) t][l-exp( - Al,ot)]; 
Xn*_m(t) = (l/m!) [n*!/ (n*-m) !]N 
. exp[ - Al,O(n*-m) t][l-exp( - A),ot) ]m, 
m=O, 1, .. " n*-l, n*. (2) 
The set of relations represented by Eq. (2) constitutes 
a general solution for the number of emitters in any 
energy level between the ground level (m=n*, n*-
m=O) and the most highly excited level (m=O, 
n*-m=n*). 
The total radiant energy transfer equals the product 
of the number of transitions per second and the energy 
per transition. To the order of approximation used in 
the present analysis, Pn,n-l = p= constant. Hence the 
total radiant energy emitted in unit time is 
o 
dEjdt=Al,ohp L (n*-m)Xn*-m(t) 
m=n*-l 
or, using Eq. (2), 
df/dt=A!'ohpn*Nexp(-Al,ot). (3) 
Reference to Eq. (3) shows immediately that the rate 
of radiant energy emission is independent of the value 
of n* for the fixed energy input n*Nhp. 
The preceding result permits ready generalization 
to an arbitrary initial distribution in which xn(O) = 
N n . These distributions relax independently in such a 
way that the total rate of energy output becomes 
dfT/dt=A1,ohpCEnNr.) exp( -Al,ot) 
n=l 
where 
represents the total number of quanta of energy hp dis-
tributed among the various'vibrational energy states. 
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